
THE CEDARBERGEN

we walked a few steps through the virgin snow to the rocks. They were in
simply ideal condition, warm and dry, no loose handholds, just enough
exposure to make it worthwhile, but hardly any technical difficulty. All the
time the sun shone on the wonderful world around us and the endless views
in all directions were superb.

The ridge is practically horizontal only rising very little towards the summit.
Occasionally we stopped to photograph and were at the summit cairn in about
1'h hours from the col. Here we had lunch and I thought of 2 years ago when
I had been shivering with high temperature on the Palu after the ascent of the
E pillar. This year only a few days earlier, I had watched through the telescope
on the Diavolezza how a party had to cut a gap into the overhanging cornice
at the top of that pillar, where we had just walked on to the summit of the
Palu without any difficulty. ow, this year, what a lovely summit hour on
Piz Boval! We had time to enjoy every minute and I knew that Paul had made
the right choice of climb for me. After lunch we had to glissade some very
steep slopes down towards the Tscherva Glacier. The crossing to the Fuorcla
Boval took only about 20 minutes, though the snow had become very soft in
the burning midday heat.

Paul used a different route to get down from the col to the hut. He made
use of the snow-fields avoiding the bare rocks where this was possible. Glissad
ing from one bare spot to the next one we got down very fast. We were in
the hut in about 3 hours. Hans Philip, the guardian of the hut with whom I
had climbed in the Forno Valley some years ago, invited us to join a party
for coffee prepared by his English wife. We then walked down the Boval path
where brooks had swollen to small waterfalls, splashing across the path as all
the snow was now melting on the higher slopes.

Paul's wife Elizabeth was at the station with the twO little boys and the
Mountaineer Centre car to fetch us. When the car drove off from my hotel,
Paul opened one door and shouted' ext year Walter, your eightieth, we are
doing something very special together!'.

The Cedarbergen
Michael Scott

The Cedarberg (Cedar Mountains) lies some 240 km N of Cape Town, where
the National road to SW Africa may be followed parallel to the range until it
shrinks into the vast amaqualand desert. The area measures 100 km long by
30 km wide, and is named as the home of the isolated and long-lived Mountain
Cedar (Widdringtonia Cedarbergensis), which grows only between the specific
altitudes of 900 and 1600 m. The peaks and rocks of this area are multi-hued
ochre and orange crystal-growth-Iike gardens in sandstone, which have eroded
and weathered into an incredible and unique world of imagination-prompting
shapes. These are not visible from the road and the full impact is only felt once
you are inside the area. Only one peak exceeds 2000 m, but the area receives
considerable snow and ice by South African standards.
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49 The Cedarberg Tafelberg with the spout (the Teapot). This and next four photos:
M. Scott

Devastating fires in 1937 and 1959 seem to have imprinted their fiery
life into the rock, but have more sadly also burnt many hundreds of proud
Cedars into stark hat-and-coat stands on the horizons. These twisted and
gnarled skeletons stand as crazy sentinel companions to the equally weird rock
formations and towers, while the dead wood provided many an exotically
scented campfire before these mountains were declared a Wilderness area and
fires were totally banned. Some of the finest rock climbing in the Cape Province
is found in the Cedarberg; on the Tafelberg (any flar-topped peak in South
Africa is called a Tafelberg i.e. Table Mountain), Krakadouw Peak, and on the
challenging free-standing pinnacles such as the Pillar Box and the Maltese
Cross. The first ascents of many of these peaks make reading as fascinating
as the still earlier legends surrounding them.

The Tafelberg, second highest peak in the range at 1970 m, was first climbed
in 1896 by Mann and Villoen (a local farmer). Their route took the only weak
ness in the sheer cliffs-a gully on the E Face next to the symmetrical free
standing Pillar Box rock, which ends in a perfectly smooth waterchute. By
standing on his companion's head, Mann managed to scramble desperately
over the rounded top lip of this chute; the weather meanwhile turned bitterly
cold and rain poured down their sleeves and necks, while they stood against
the rock. Having no rope with them, a bootlace, Villoen's belt and a handker
chief, all that was available, were made into a cord, which gave Villoen enough
support to be able to pull his way up the pitch. To-day this chute is the 'via
normale' for thousands of people annually, who climb the Tafelberg whether
in snow, rain or blistering heat.

In 1947 the Frontal on the main cliff was climbed by Keen's party, taking
the only natural line visible in the centre. Gymnastic and severe in places, the
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50 Climbing on the Cedarberg Tafelberg

rock is so safe that an average party can complete it, although icing-up of top
pitches in winter has resulted in more than one party bivouacking.

Next to the Tafelberg is a square peak known as the Spout. From a distance
the 2 peaks look like a teapot with spout, and in records left by very early
travellers in this region, the Tafelberg is referred to as the 'Teapot'. Until 1924
the Spout was regarded as unclimbable. Then Frank Berrisford climbed it
via a steep and severe crack, and the rush was on! What had appeared to be
overhanging, rotten walls, were in fact overhanging walls of magnificent solid
rock, wind- and water-worn into mushroom or jug grips. On the N side, the
standard route is now little more than an exciting, exposed scramble, while on
the S side sheer unbroken walls rush madly up to chiselled overhangs, and the
rock is so good that any wrinkle or knobble can be relied on. Nearly every
route on the S Face is grade 6, and it also spores the first essential bolt-assisted
move ever to be used in Cape climbing; on the route 'Oscillation'.

The Maltese Cross stands, an amazingly isolated 25 m pinnacle, on a vlakte
below the Sneeuberg (Snow Mountain), the highest peak in the Cedarberg.
Legend has it that Helgard, a nobleman from the N, had ridden the world search
ing for a place free of avarice and greed. In the Cedarberg he found peace and
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51 The face of the Maltese Cross
52 A bsei/ing from the Maltese Cross



THE CEDARBERGEN

humility until one day he stumbled on a cavern deep below the rocks, filled
with gold. Troubled at what this would do to the area, he prayed that any
sacrifice he could make would be worthwhile to preserve the tranquillity of the
Cedarberg. A terrible storm rose up and lightning struck the spot, burying
the cavern beneath masses of piled boulders, while Helgard's lifeless body was
carried by the winds to a lonely plateau. There a compassionate architect
stacked a column of blocks into an eternal memorial to Helgard, in the form of
a monolithic Maltese Cross.

53 Abseiling from the Wolfberg Arch

At places like Wolfberg and Kradadouw, the mountain tops are crazily
split into masses of rock passages, arches and tunnels, which makes route
finding an interesting frustration! On these peaks it is frequently necessary to
climb a wall to see from a vantage point on top whether you are still going in
the right direction. Compass readings are totally useless, so numerous piled
cairns act as an Ariadne's thread.

The shale band is another remarkable feature of this area, which fortun
ately provides high-level water holes where the rain trickles through the porous
sandstone until forced to the surface on meeting the impervious mud shale.
Walking is easy along the shale band, and customary practice used to be to
send a donkey herder ahead with the packs on donkeys, and the climbers
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THE CLIMBER'S BOOT

would clamber over the skyline summits and descend that evening to a camp
site all laid out on one of the many delightful, pasture-like vlaktes which
abound, with a meal cooking away.

A Cedarberg sunset, in all its rich redness as the clouds slowly soak the
colour out of the rocks, is a beautiful sight indeed, while the mornings are
crisp exhilarations when the sun strips the shadows from the gargoyle-like,
freakish rocks and pillars, which fence the camp and now stare sphmx-like

at your breakfast.
The contrasts and fascination of the Cedar Mountains will stay in the

memories of any visitor or climber to this area. Now that it is preserved as a
Wilderness area, future climbers are assured of enjoying the delights of dis
covering naturally all the colours, scents, scenes and climbs of a unique
mountain range.

Underfoot information
The story of the climber's boot
Bob Brigham

My bench used to be in the cellar, some 20 ft by 20 ft, underneath the old
shop, which was on the outskirts of Manchester and at the poorer end of the
City. Crammed into this small area were leather presses, splicers, sewers,
rollers and cutters, boot finishing, eyelet punching, and lasting machines and a
long bench with places for 2 people.

It was never really cleaned out as there was no room to shift anything and
in any case we didn't want to disturb the leather dust. The two positions were
for my father and me, but he died suddenly just as we were all growing up
and so our 400 sq ft cellar factory never did see 2 people working at the
bench together. Business was slack in those days-I had time to repair any
thing from an old pair of Clark's sandals to a pair of Wellingtons. The cellar
was busy, but the shop was not, and I recall that we were the only mountain
eering specialist outside London and the Lake District. Robert Lawrie had
moved out of Burnley and I am sure the clog makers were doing what business
there was around at that time.

Reminiscing, I remember every evening at about 5.15pm, the noise of foot
steps growing louder on the street pavement above my head, with people
walking past after getting off the no. 33 town bus just a few yards away, on
the corner of the street. This was my signal to emerge from the cellar and
stand in the shop hoping for customers, and then hoping that I would have
what they wanted. Standing there wearing an apron, waiting to get back to
the bench, for workers always seemed to finish work just as I was in the
middle of some challenging part of the shoe-making trade, and for fear of
missing customers on the one hand and losing the feel for the boots I had had
in my lap all day on the other hand, I could never decide between shop and
cellar. As Joe Brown entitled his book-those were the' Hard Years'.
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